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A few years later progressive 
thinkers in the industry introduced 
us to a new form of cardio called 
high intensity interval training 
(HIIT). This new. more powerful and 
effective form of cardio became the 
gold standard in gyms around the 
world as it more effectively burnt 
calories, the majority of which came 
from fat, in less time than the slow- 

However, over the last few 
years researchers have been 
testing and experimenting with a 
number of different time protocols 
to try and create HIIT workouts 
that will help athletes achieve 
greater results. As such, you can 
now find protocols for long 
distance runners that will help 
them run a faster 10km or 
protocols for swimmers that will 
help them increase their aerobic 
capacity. But for the general 
population there is one protocol 
that stands out in terms of its 
effectiveness and has become 
extremely popular, especially if 
weight loss is your goal. It’s called 
the Tabata protocol.

CARDIO 2.0
>> BY PETER CARVELL

How our approach to cardio for fat loss has evolved

B
ased on a basic understanding of physiology 
and the way our bodies tap into energy 
reserves industry professionals initially taught 
us that doing moderate intensity 
cardiovascular exercise over a long duration 
will help us to preferentially tap into our fat 
stores and keep our heart healthy. 

NOTE: Drink plenty of water before and during the workout to  stay well hydrated.

or steady-state approach.
And now the bar has been 

raised once again with the 
introduction of HIIT time 
protocols. The ‘time protocol’ 
terminology simply refers to the 
fact that sport scientists and 
fitness experts have created a 
new protocol based on the length 
of time you should spend 
performing a high intensity and a 
low intensity cycle during your 
HIIT workout. 

The normal ratio for a HIIT 
workout is 1:2. This means that 
for every 30 seconds you spend 
doing the high intensity interval, 
you will have an active recovery or 
rest period of 60 seconds.



       YOU CAN BOOST YOUR AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC CAPACITY MORE  
IN JUST FOUR MINUTES OF DOING THE TABATA PROTOCOL THAN DURING  
AN HOUR OF STEADY STATE CARDIO.
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History of Tabata
The Tabata protocol was invented 
by Dr. Izumi Tabata and his team in 
Tokyo back in 1996. While testing 
different time protocols, with the 
aim of finding ways to increase both 
aerobic and anaerobic conditioning 
in athletes, they came across one 
called 1E1, (the one we know as 
Tabata today) which seemed to do 
just that. After six weeks of testing 
this protocol Dr. Tabata noted an 
increase of 28% in anaerobic 
capacity and a 14% increase in 
aerobic capacity. The conclusion 
was that you can boost your aerobic 
and anaerobic capacity more in just 
four minutes of doing the Tabata 
protocol than during an hour of 
steady state cardio.

 

But why use Tabata?
As more people adopted the 
Tabata protocol they soon began 
to realise that it was able to more 
than merely increase aerobic and 
anaerobic capacity. It soon became 
evident that it could increase your 
metabolic rate for up to 24 hours 
after the session was over, which 
helped to significantly reduce body 
fat levels. Further studies also 
showed that it was even able to 
spare lean muscle mass while still 
reducing fat stores. 

Combine all of these benefits 
with the fact that Tabata workouts 
can be done in 15 minutes or less 
and it comes as no surprise that it 
has become such a popular 
workout amongst a growing 
number of fitness enthusiasts, 
gym-goers and athletes. Users 
include bodybuilders who want to 
keep their body fat percentage 
under control while not losing 
muscle mass and housewives who 
are looking to burn more fat with 
each workout. 

How to use it
Although the Tabata protocol was 
originally designed to improve the 
performance of Olympic speed 
skaters, we mortals can also use 
it to achieve amazing results. The 
first thing to remember is that this 
is an advanced protocol. Therefore, 
it is best to build up to this by 
following a routine that includes 

Warm up for around 5-10 
minutes. Having selected 
your preferred exercise, start 
with a 20 second high 
intensity interval. Push 
yourself hard and go as fast 
as possible without 
sacrificing proper form. Once 
your 20 seconds comes to an 
end go straight into your rest 
or active recovery 10 second 
interval. 

As soon as your 10 second 
rest interval is up complete 
another 20 second high 

intensity interval, going all-
out once again. You continue 
this until you have completed 
your pre-determined amount 
of cycles. One cycle consists 
of a high intensity interval of 
20 seconds and a low 
intensity interval of 10 
seconds (30 seconds in total). 
The duration of the original 
test was 4-8 minutes, but you 
can start at 2 minutes and 
progress up to 10-15 minutes 
depending on your goals and 
fitness levels.  ■

some basic HIIT protocols, as they 
will be a little easier to complete. 
Using the principles of progression 
you can then build up to the level of 
intensity required during a Tabata 
session.

When you achieve this level of 
fitness, performing the Tabata 
protocol is certainly not rocket 
science. It simply works on 20 
seconds of high intensity and 10 
seconds of low intensity intervals. 
You can use a normal piece of 
cardio equipment like a stationary 
bike (as was used in the original 
test) or you can do some form of 
weight training, such as the 
increasingly popular kettlebell 
swing or other effective compound 
movements. 

What about the rest?
So does this mean that old-
fashioned steady-state or even 
traditional HIIT cardio is now 
obsolete and should therefore be 
avoided? Not at all! What the HIIT 
protocol has done is provide us 
with a greater arsenal to help 
make our cardio workouts more 
effective and maybe also a little 
less boring.

This resembles what weight 
lifters have done for years. For 
example, you don’t go into the gym 
and do the same number of sets 
and reps for every workout, every 
time. To change things up during 
the week you may throw in one day 
of higher reps, or include some 
forced reps or drop sets to change 
the intensity. This is because 
mixing things up is a proven way to 
stimulate your muscles, promote 
greater adaptations and achieve 
better results. And that is exactly 
what a protocol like Tabata is all 
about. 

It is important to note that the 
intensity and effects of the Tabata 
training protocol means that it 
should be used sparingly in your 
routine, and that adequate rest is 
required between sessions to avoid 
overtraining. Rather use it as a way 
to boost your weekly calorie burn 
by working Tabata sessions in to 
your training week, in addition to 
your normal HIIT workouts or 
some steady-state cardio in the 
morning.

The Tabata workout

“PUSH YOURSELF HARD AND  
GO AS FAST AS POSSIBLE WITHOUT 
SACRIFICING PROPER FORM.”


